In fin ite irred u cib le rep re sen ta tio n s o f th e L o ren tz grou p B y H a r ish -Ch a n d r a , Gonville and Cains College, Cambridge (Communicated by P.A. M . Dirac, F.R.S.-Received 8 August 1946) It is shown that corresponding to every pair of complex numbers /c, k * for which 2(/c -k *) is real and integral, there exists, in general, one irreducible representation K * of the Lorentz group. However, if 4k, 4k* are both real and integral there are two representations and T>k9k* associated to the pair (/c, /c*). All these representations are infinite except which is finite if 2/c, 2k* are both integral. For suitable values of (/c, k *)9 % )KfK* or is unitary. H and 95 matrices similar to those given by Dirac (1936) and Fierz (1939) are introduced for these infinite representations. The extension of Dirac's expansor formalism to cover half-integral spins is given. These new quantities, which are called expinors, bear the same relation to spinors as Dirac's expansors to tensors. It is shown that they can be used to describe the spin properties of a particle in accordance with the principles of quantum mechanics.
All the finite irreducible representations of the Lorentz group are well known. Every such representation is characterized by an ordered pair of numbers q such th a t 2 pand 2 qa re integral and ^ 0. None of these representations, however, is unitary. Dirac (1945) has recently drawn attention to the existence of some unitary, though infinite, representations with a view to their possible physical applications. The present paper is concerned with the investigation of the general irreducible repre sentations of the proper Lorentz group. I t is found th a t such a representation can, in general, be characterized by an ordered pair (k, k*) of complex numbers such th a t 2(k -k*) is an integer f and may therefore be denoted by < 2)/c>/c». However, in case both k and k* are of the form \n(n 4= -2) there exist two irreducible representations and ^k.k* corresponding to the pair (k, k*). The finite representations corre spond to with k, k* both of the form \n(n 4 -1 ) , the connexion between (p, q) and (k, k*) being given by p = | x + | | unitary only if either
Here v is an arbitrary real number. However, in the special case when k, k* are both of the form \n ( n 4 -2), %~K+ is unitary only + = | | | , while $ + K is unitary whenever |/c + ^| = |/c* + | | .
I t is possible to construct a series in the complex variables ux, u2 and their complex conjugates ux, u2 such th a t the coefficients of this series transform according to the irreducible representation %K > K, when a spinor transformation corresponding to a given Lorentz transformation is applied to the variables uv u2 and U{, u2. These coefficients therefore form the components of a vector of the mathematical vector space 9ft* which transforms according to the representation %K > K *. I t is clear th a t these vectors of 01* K* bear the same relation to ordinary spinors as the expansors of Dirac to ordinary tensors. They may therefore be called Thus to every series in ux, u2, U{, u2 , which is convergent in a certain sense, there corresponds a This expinor transforms according to the representation K * if the series is homo geneous in each of the two sets of variables (uv u2) and (u{, u2) and has the degrees 2k and 2 k * respectively. Such an expinor may therefore be called a homogeneous expinor. In case both 2 k and 2 k * are integral and > 0, the corresponding homogeneous expinor is the same as the symmetric spinor with 2 k undotted and 2 k * dotted indices. Homogeneous expinors are thus an extension of symmetric spinors.
Further, as pointed out by Dirac (1945) , it is possible to use expinors to describe the transformation properties of the wave function of a spinning particle. In a theory based on these expinors it is possible to make the charge density positive definite for particles of integral spin or the energy density positive definite for particles of half-integral spin, in contradistinction with the results of the existing theory (see Pauli 1940) . This is made possible by the circumstance th at infinite unitary representations of the Lorentz group exist for both integral and half integral spins. By imposing subsidiary conditions on the wave function, it can be arranged th a t in the rest system the particle has a 'pure' spin s, i.e. all the non vanishing components of the wave function in the rest system transform according to the irreducible representation %s of the rotation group.
T he general represen ta tio n
The finite representations of the Lorentz group are in fact obtained from those of the four-dimensional real orthogonal group by a device which is called the ' Unitarian trick ' by Weyl (1939) . I t consists essentially in replacing in a representation three of the real parameters of the orthogonal group by pure imaginary ones. However, this device does not yield all the possible representations of the Lorentz group. This arises from the fact that the topological structure of the orthogonal group is not the same as th at of the Lorentz group, the difference consisting in the aperiodic nature of the 'temporal rotations'. In consequence, unlike the orthogonal group, the Lorentz group is not compact.
We begin with the consideration of the infinitesimal transformations, which, as is well known, play a very important part in the theory of Lie groups. Such a Lorentz transformation is given by 4 = % k + eklxt (ekl = -elk),
eki s being infinitesimal quantities. (The usual metric tensor gkl is used for raising and lowering the tensor indices g00 = -<7n = -^22 = ~9sa~ L the other components being zero.) In any representation this transformation will be represented by 1 +£%/**, where I kl are operators of the representation which may always be chosen to be antisymmetric in k, l.The commutation relations of are completely structure of the Lorentz group (see Van der Waerden 1932) and are f J M jTwttJ __ _gkm jln _j_ glm jkn g k n jlm __glnfkmŵ
From the definition (2) it is clear th a t I M transform metrical tensor, under Lorentz transformations. Therefore it follows from (5) th a t for spatial rotations both (Kx, K 2,K 3) and (Lx, L 2, L z) trans a three-dimensional vector. These two vectors will be denoted by K and L respec tively. In terms of K and L (4) can be written as
the remaining relations being obtained by cyclic permutations of (1,2,3). Consider now an irreducible representation of the proper Lorentz group. The matrices I M then form an irreducible set. Denote the representation space by 91 Reduce this space with respect to the subgroup consisting of spatial rotations only. Now 83 is a compact group, and it is well known th a t every representation of a compact group tg completely reducible into a direct sum. of irreducible representa tions each of which is unitary and of a finite degree (see Pontrjagin 1939, p. 205) . Now every irreducible representation of S3 is characterized by a number k^O which is integral &r half-integral. Thus 91 is decomposed into a direct sum of subspaces 91* which are all irreducible with respect to 83. I t will be assumed^ th a t in this decom position there occurs a t most only one subspace 9t* for any particular value of k. By choosing a suitable coordinate system in 91*, K 3 can be brought to the diagonal form with its eigenvalues m running through the numbers 1 ,..., -1, -k. Further, this coordinate system in 91* can always be so chosen th a t the m atrix elements of K x and K 2 are given by
Thus K x, K 2, K 3 are represented by Hermitian matrices and
Now since L transforms as a vector under spatial rotations it follows (see, for example, Weyl 1931, p. 200) th at ( k| L | matrix elements of L are completely fixed by its vector character, apart from a factor depending on k (but not on m). They are given by Weyl (1931)
the remaining elements vanishing. Here p~(k),p(k) and p +(k) are numerical coeffi cients depending on k, and L += L x + iL 2, L~-L xpossible to construct two invariants of the proper Lorentz group from viz. J 2-_ ^I klI kl and I = -\eklmnI klI mn. (eklmn is a tensor antisymm indices and e0123 = 1 ). Since they are left unaltered by a proper Lorentz transforma tion, J 2 and I Commute with I kl and therefore in an irreducible representation they are represented by a numerical constant. Now
Substituting from (7) and (10) in (11) one gets
it being understood th a t p~(k) = 0 if & = 0, | . For Jb =# 0 there are a t least two distinct values of m for which (126) holds. Hence the coefficient of m must vanish for fc = {= 0, i.e.
(1
The factor k has been introduced deliberately in (13a) so as to include the exceptional case k -0. From (13) it follows that
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Now let j be the lowest value of k appearing in the decomposition of into First consider the case when j =| = 0. Bearing in mind th at p~(j) (13) and (12a) on putting
Hence from (14) (16) On the other hand, if j = 0 then from (12a) I = 0 and so p(k) = 0, always put p(0) = 0 without affecting the representation a t all. Therefore from (14)
(17) may be regarded as a special case of (15) and (16) 
3. T h e spin o r matrices Ua, 95a
To proceed further we must now introduce spinors. For the moment consider only the rotation group 8S. Then, it is well known th a t with every vector dimensional space there can be associated a symmetrical spinor with two indices. Thus to the vector K = (Kv K 2, K s) corresponds a spinor K afi defined^ by ' . 9 > K 1X = K~, As usual the antisymmetrical spinors e"^ and ea« (e12 = 1) will be used for raising and lowering the indices according to the rule a< t -eafiap, a,p aaeap.
Now it is well known th a t K ap(k) (which is the matrix re can be expressed in terms of the spinor matrices ujjc), vJk) introduced by Dirac (1936) and Fierz (1939). ux(k), u2(k) have 2k+1 rows and 2k columns and vx (k), v2(k) have 2k rows and 2k +1 columns. Their properties may briefly be sum
(23 e)
The bar denotes Hermitian conjugate. I t is easy to show th at on account of the Hermitian character of K.,ua(k) and v^(k) can always be chosen to satisfy (23c). Notice th a t (23 c) is a proper spinor equation, since for spatial rotations a lower spinor index transforms the same way as the complex conjugate of an upper spinor index. Now define two matrices Ua and F" as follows:
all the other elements being zero. Then clearly (23) can be written as Now construct similarly a spinor corresponding to the vector L, -^12 = -^21 = "1J, = " j 7v22 == L^. Then (6) can be w ritten as
(28a)
where S denotes th a t terms arising from the interchange of a and /? are to be added.
Now it follows from (10) and (19) th a t 
Now put
and notice th a t
Consider the product space 91 x 9^, where 9tj is a two-dimensional space trans forming according to the fundamental spinor representation 2) j(0 of the Lorentz group. The components of a vector in this space may be written as (a = 1,2), where \Jrt and rjr^ are one-column matrices enumerating the components in 91. W ith respect to the index a, transforms as a spinor. Now define (32a)
<326>
Then from (25) ,32c)
From ( On using (25), (26), (32) and (34) one finds th a t
and similarly
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( 35 6) (35) may be looked upon as a linear transformation in the two 'variables ' \Jr and ijf*. The eigenvalues of this transformation are easily obtained on using (346). They are £(1 ±y), where y is a complex number defined, except for an ambiguity in sign, by the equation
-, and put V2 f y -i = V(r&+*+ r) + V(y*+i -y) f *> (37 a) V2 ^r+i = V(y*+i -y) ^+ V(y*+i+ y) (37 6) the square roots being so chosen that*
+} + y ) v W j -r ) = V((*+ 2 ~i) (^+ 1 +,?)} ^ ^ ^ • (37c)
From (35) and (37) 
and write y -2k + l,y * = 2k* -f-1. Then 7*2-y2 H -----= AC*(AC* + 1 ) -AC(AC + 1 ) = ( ) ( 1 ) ,
P u t tyy-x = fty+i -ftic+i' Then it follows from (37) and (32) Now \Jra is completely arbitrary. Therefore from (46a) and (48)
, 1 / ( ( f c + £ -A c + A C * ) ( f c -£ -A C -A C * ) )
Now when y -2a c + 1 = )= 0 the transformation (37) is non-singular since it ha inverse, namely, (39). Hence the correspondence between a and the pair (V^c-jj I^k+i ) is a 1-1 correspondence. Thus every arbitrarily chosen pair ( corresponds to a unique \]ra, and therefore (46) and (47) (50) and (23) 
Now put = Fa = iU i ,
(52 a)
The equations (25a) to (25d) then hold unchanged with dotted indices provided these are raised and lowered by means of the spinors eAt, ed^(e^ = = 1).
and ^
Now consider the product space 9(1 x where 9f?j is a two-dimensional space whose vectors transform as dotted spinors under transformations of the Lorentz group. As before, the components of a vector of the product space may be w ritten as P u t Corresponding to (50) one gets U^ac, ac* ) 9 3 * ( ac, a c *) = 2 ac* , ^"(a c , ac* ) U^a c , ac* ) = 2 ac* + 1,
tUAC, ac* + \) U * ( ac, ac* ) = 9 S " ( ac, ac* ) SS^a c , ac* + 1) = 0, and U " ( ac, ac* ) = U * ( -ac-1 , ac* ) , $*(*,**) = 2 3 * ( -ac-1, a: * ) ,
U * ( ac, -ac* -J) = 2 $ * ( ac, ac* ) , 2 3 * ( ac, -ac* -J) = U * ( ac, ac* ) .
Now let the numbers y and y* be given for a particular representation. Then from ey + e*y* . e*y* ,T y*
) (36) and (40) where e = ± l,e* == + 1, the two ambiguities being independent. Since 2j is integral and ^ 0 it follows that at least one of the two quantities y ± y* must be an integer. In case only one of these quantities is integral the value of is completely determined from those of y and y*. This determines e and e* and therefore fi except in the case when j = 0. But even in this case I and /i2 are completely determined. Since only j, I and fi2 enter in the representation it follows that the representation is completely determined by the pair (y,y*). However, when both y + y* and y -y* are integral and distinct there are two possible values of j, say j+ and j~, such that j+ >j~-Therefore in this case there are two distinct representations corresponding to the pair (y, y*). They may be denoted by and respectively, corresponding to the j value j+ and J-. Thus a given pair (/c, a c *) completely determines the irreducible representation unless a c , a c * are both of the form -2). It is easy to see that is always an infinite representation.
is finite only if and j+ differ by an integer which is the case when both a c and a c * are of the form \n (w#= -1). Since reversing the sign of y or y* does not alter the representation the four pairs (a c , a c *), ( -a c -1, a c *), (a c ; -a c * -1), ( -a c -1, -a c * -1) determine the same representation. From (60) it follows that at least one of the two quantities a c -a c * and a c + a c * + 1 is of the form \n. It may therefore be fixed for convenience that a c , a c * are to be so chosen that a c -a c * is an integer or half-odd integer. This is the only condition to be imposed on the choice of a c , a c *.
I t is useful to examine the procedure which led to the matrices VLX, 23a and U^, 23^ a little more closely. From (15), (36) and (40)
(61) may be used to define y and y* as operators in terms of K and L even for those reducible representations in which J2 and I are no long of the unit matrix. In particular in the product space 91 x the infinitesimal transformations Si and fi corresponding to K and L are given by
where a = (crx, cr2, <r3) is the vector constructed from the three Pauli matrices (<r1<r2 = i<rz). Denote by and J i2 the operators in the product space corresponding to I and J 2 so th at
where
Vol. 189* A.
Now notice th a t A is an invariant since
A --!/* * /« (* ),
where Ikl and Ikl(% ) are the infinitesimal transformations of the spaces ft and ftt respectively. Hence A commutes with ft and fl. Therefore in an irreducible subspace of ft x ft* it must be represented by a multiple of the unit matrix. From (62c) one
So th a t the eigenvalues of A are -f (1 ± y)-I f F and T1 * denote the operators of the product space corresponding to y and y* respectively, then jH*2 = 2i</ + 1 = J 2 + 1 + 2 = y*2, T 2 = f 2~2 i S + l = J 2+ l -2 t 7 + 44 + 3 = y2 + 4.4 + 3. (
Hence for the two irreducible subspaces corresponding to the two eigenvalues of A one gets r 2 = (y + l)2.
Hence one may choose r * = y*, F = y + 1, the choice of sign being dependent on the corresponding choice in the eigenvalues -£(1 ± y) of -A is precisely the trans formation = I / f f t a (the negative sign coming from th e ia c t th a t the spinor component K 12 = -.Kg). Hence it is clear th a t and x lrK *±\ transform according to the representations ( ac + ac* ) and ( ac, ac* + £) respectively. In view of this it is more logical to write ± a c* ) and ac* ± \) respectively. The j values o representations are given by | ac ±| original representation %K)K* was | ac-ac* | .
Let ac0 and ac* be any two complex numbers such th a t 2 ( ac0 -acJ ) is an integer. Consider all numbers of the forms ac = ac0 + \n, k* = k* + where n,n* are integers, and construct the matrices U*, 35*, U^, 35^ as follows 
all the other matrix elements being zero. Then it is easy to verify directly from (44), (52a) and (56) th a t U", 35* commute with U^, 35^, so that, for example, U * ( ac, ac* ) 3 5^( acac* + £ ) = 3 5^( ac, ac* + £ ) U * ( ac* + ac) .
Similarly define J aP and by
= 11*35^ + 1X^35*.
(k, k* | | k, k*) and ( at, k* | | k, k*) are equal to the I a& and 7*^ of the representa tion *3)^ K *. Now, in order th a t an operator may transform as an undotted spinor under Lorentz transformation, it is necessary and sufficient th a t **$ 8 e YaGfi, (66 («/?) 0.
( 666) A similar condition holds with the interchange of dotted and undotted indices for a dotted spinor CL The commutation relations of U*, 2$^ and U*, 23^ thus ensure th a t the former transform as undotted spinors and the latter as dotted spinors.
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4. U n it a r y repr esen ta tio n s
Since 7 is real for unitary representations it follows from (41) th at either + 1 is pure imaginary or else K* -t c = ± j = 0. In the first case (20) 
E x p i n o r s
Consider two complex variables ux and which tra spinor under Lorentz transformations. P ut where A = uxu{ + u2u2 = uxu2 -u2ux = | % |2+ | [2 (6 9 ) and p, q, r, s, n are integers > 0 while A is a fixed complex number. No account of (69) the various terms for different values of p, q, r, n are in general not linearly independent. To remedy this defect one proceeds as follows. P u t
where 2k, 2k' are integers > 0. M can take the values 1 ,..., -and similarly m and m' the values k, k -1,..., -k and 1 ,..., r-k' respectiv mation in (70a) is over all values of m and m' such th a t m + m' = M. I t is well known (see Van der Waerden 1932 ) th a t every polynomial P k> k' which is homogeneous in each of the two sets of variables u and u and has the degrees 2k and 2k' respectively can be expressed uniquely in terms oi T J^i as follows:
v runs through all integral values in the range 2k, 2k' and A M vaxe constants. Since every polynomial in u and u can be split up into a sum of homogeneous poly nomials the expansion (71) is always possible and is unique. One can therefore express the numerator of (68) in the form (71) and arrange the result according to descending powers of A. Now consider a series of terms of the type (68) which is homogeneous and of degree A -j and A + j in u and u respectively, where
2j -r + s -p -q
is an integer. Then it follows from (71) th a t it can be put in the form .,00. Now apply
and as before put
Then Ufa* = (u, u) goes over into a polynomial in u ' and u' of degree K and K + j respectively, which from (71) can again be expressed linearly in terms of A'VU '^~^, where 
7(
The functions Qm * 
C le arly /^(x ',^) is a continuous function of x\<j)'. Now put
Now since the determinant of any spinor transformation is unity it follows that d (uv u2,ui,ui) The theory developed so far for functions of the two variables < j > can easily be extended to those of the three variables x, < f> , y defined in the interval H given by - 
where the symbol (g,f) is defined for any two continuous functions g and / by the equation 
N,
Therefore 93^ tends to a limit 95 as N->oo and || 93 || is finite, since ||95 ||2 = lim f \fW * \2d x < C2 1| 311| 2.
N-+00 J H
Hence we conclude th a t 93" = lim (Sv,f% N).
2V -* 00
Now let D be any one of the three operators d/dx, djd<j> or d/dx and let f(x , < f> , x) be a continuous function whose three partial differential coefficients exist and are con tinuous everywhere on H. Also assume th at
)and f{x, 0, x) = /(*> 2tt, x ± where the sign in y ± 27T is determined from the fact th at the resulting value must lie between 0 and 2 it.T hen it is clear by partial integration th a t
{Sv,D f)^(D * S vif ) (110a)
where D*SV is defined by
B ut it is well known th a t D*SV can be expressed as a finite linear combination of the /SL's, i.e. 
From (116), (116) and the definition of and it follows th a t
up to quantities of the first order. Here
Since i]f is continuously differentiable the functions u) and Ii®W (u, u) Cjci6fk associated to (115) is given by e*/ = -I v J °rjsA^'*A ~ (1196) where the cr-symbols have their usual meaning (see Van der Waerden 1932) . (1196) is obtained immediately from the condition th a t a spinor transformation applied together with the associated Lorentz transformation leaves unaltered. From (3) the transformation operator corresponding to (119a) is 1 -\eklI kK Hence the connexion between I ftv, and I kl is given by
On using the usual representation for crjj^ it is easily proved th a t I ap and 80 obtained are the same as those introduced in § 3.
Notice th a t [0^, uv] = e*' -" = a**],
[3^, a*) = ^ = (1216) and the dotted operators commute with the undotted ones. Also if ^ is homogeneous in the dotted and undotted pair of variables separately and of degree * = A and 2k -A -j respectively, then it follows immediately on term-by-term differen tiation th a t o" , o , /100 \ Updhy = 2
Updhjr -
From (118), (121) and (122) it is clear th a t the properties of dp are the same as those of U^, 9$^ respectively as defined in (64). In fact the matrix representation of uM , dp is identical with th a t given for U p ,9 SA in § 3 if on functions (105a), (1056) or (105c) for all values of A a n d j as basic vectors. Similarly Up -V L p and dp = 9$^.
The meaning of (43) and (45) is now obvious in terms of ua and 3a. Let r/ra he a, vector of the space 91 x 9t$ such th a t the corresponding pair of series u) are continuously differentiable and are of degree and 2k* in u and u respectively. Then clearly w"^(w , u) and da\Jra{u,u) are two series of degrees (2/c+1, 2k*) and (2 k -1, 2k*) respectively and therefore transform according to the representation $)*+*, k* and $)*_!, k*.
Also notice th a t the commutation relation (121a) remains unchanged under the formal substitution By the same substitution 2k -uada goes over into daua = -(2* + 2), i.e. k goes over into -k -1. This corresponds to (59).
P hysical applications
The irreducible representations of the Lorentz group discussed above may be used to describe the transformation properties of the wave function of a particle. Let \Jra and \jrk be two vectors of the product spaces 91 x 91* and 91 x 9tj respectively. The corresponding series will be denoted by u) and ^(w , u), their coefficients being functions of the space-time coordinates xk (k = 0,1,2,3). Assume th a t the functions and associated to these series (cf. § 5) are continuous and differenti able a sufficient number of times with respect to u^, and xk. 
where A xp -akcrx^, ak being the usual 4 x 4 Dirac matrices satisfying the commuta tion rules . ,,
and (123) is equivalent to iakdk x F + x x Ir = 0.
Wis a 4 x 1 matrix, each element of which is a series in u, u of degree 2k*) whose coefficients are functions of xk. Now choose a representation with A + 1 = 0. Then it is unitary. For two given series \}r -p2Xe~ij*A and < J) = p2X e~ij*B define the scalar product (fr,<j>) by The charge density is therefore positive definite as in Dirac's theory of the electron. In fact (1286) can be derived from the Lagrangian
in the usual way. The analogy with the case of the electron is complete. Neither the energy density nor the total energy is positive, and therefore the theory can be quantized only in accordance with the exclusion principle. Write p2X e~iixQv = Vv 00 and WJu, u) = X vK an(^ use a representation for ak for which A = a 0. f =1 the quantized theory the coefficients Wp v appear as operators satisfying the com mutation rules
Here x and t are the space and time coordinates and Wf " is the Hermitian conjugate of*V Notice th a t no subsidiary conditions are necessary to make the charge-density positive definite (cf. Fierz 1939) . Further, this scheme describes particles of integral or half-integral spin according as j is half-integral or integral. This follows imme diately on reducing the total representation space with respect to the rotation group. Hence particles with integral spin must be quantized here according to Fermi statistics. Such a state of affairs, however, is not possible for finite representations (Pauli 1940) . Now instead of (1286) one can equally well take the equation of motion of the particle to be
where fik are the Duffin-Kemmer matrices satisfying the commutation rules
In this case the energy density as calculated from the energy momentum tensor
f a~A p hA-\A*** A J is positive definite. The equation describes particles of integral or half-integral spin .according as j is integral or half-integral. As usual it can be quantized according to Bose statistics through the commutation rules
w h e r e (^* P l )^ = 2 a n d -S r P W stands for Electromagnetic interaction can be introduced in (128) and (133) in the usual way. Also it is clear th at (128) and (133) are both reflexion invariant since the unitary representations with A +1 = 0 are reflexipn invariant.
So far no subsidiary conditions have been imposed on W. As a result the particle thus described does not possess a definite spin in the sense th at in the rest system the non-vanishing components of the wave function do not all necessarily transform according to one irreducible representation %s of the rotation group. The subsidiary conditions imposed by Dirac (1936) and Fierz (1939) on and fix are as follows:
From (126) and (1286) they may be written as 0>*r* W = 0AT/ = 0,
or otherwise as = 0.
V o l. 189. A . 26 Then as shown by Fierz (1939) all non-vanishing components of W in the rest system transform according to %a with s = k + k* (where k, k* are both real, > 0 and of the form %n). One can, however, consider this question in a more general way at least in the unquantized force-free case. Consider the quantity 9**9 where refer to the total representation space so that, for example, in the particular case of
( 1 2 8 ) h e = i i ( 7 . / ? + 7 / ! / ? ) + * K 0 / , + V -) -In the rest system of the particle dk -0 (31a) and (29) _ 
Now (137) is a spinor equation and therefore since it holds in the rest system it must hold in every system. (137) is therefore the condition which must be satisfied in order th a t the particle may possess the 'pure' spin s. However, there is no real reason for preferring (137) to the simpler condition l) + t/$ i'* * "> + iJ g /* * * )] V = 0,
where = J("«5/!+ "^5«) and = 1("A3> + ",i3a)-(138) implies th a t in the rest system each element of W is a series all whose coefficients lying outside the subspace 3ts vanish. In the case (128) the elements Wp themselves transform according to < 2)i)0 and 2)0^ with respect to the m atrix index and therefore the entire set of components of the wave function in the rest system can be reduced into two subsets transforming according to and under the rotation group. Clearly a similar argument is applicable to (133). Now (138) can be written as 
a MupdfiW = 0 (s = -j ^ 0).
(140a) and (1406) are equivalent since one goes over into the other by the substitution -k-1 -1. The same is true of (140c) and (140d). The equation pro posed by Dirac (1945) for a spinless particle corresponds to (133) and (1406), using the five-row representation for fik.
Notice th a t (137) or (138) ensure th a t Wp reduces to a finite series in the rest system. Therefore as proved in § 5 it is continuously differentiable an arbitrary number of times. In an arbitrary system Wp is in general an infinite series having components in every subspace $tfc. This, however, in my opinion, does not justify the interpreta tion given by Dirac (1945) , th a t the particle develops new spins during motion. Even in the case of finite representations W has components lying outside the subspace 91s in an arbitrary frame of reference. This is usually not interpreted to mean th a t the spin of the particle is altered by motion.
Finally, I should like to thank Professor Dirac for suggesting the investigation of these infinite representations. 
